On the basis of nonlinear dynamical modeling we investigate a chaos-based detector, which allows the extraction of signal frequencies in noisy chaotic interference. The detection scheme is tested by using both computer-generated chaotic data and real-life Lorenz-Sten£o (LS) chaotic circuit data respectively. The performance analysis demonstrates that signals hidden beneath the chaotic ambient noise £oor can be detected. By using automatic estimation of regularisation parameters for the training data in a radial basis function (RBF) neural network, it is found that the detection performance may be improved. Physically, this implies that a chaotic synchronization-based secure communication system can be successfully attacked by use of a chaos-based detector.
Introduction
Dynamical reconstruction and time-series prediction are two areas that share a lot in common but di¡er in the way that overall performance is evaluated [1] . The goal of classical time-series prediction is to achieve an output that is as close as possible to the actual data. On the other hand, the aim of dynamical reconstruction is to capture the underlying dynamics of the time series, thereby generating an approximate model of the underlying equations that govern the evolution of the dynamics. In e¡ect, prediction is concerned with the short-term evolution of the data whereas dynamical modeling deals with the long-term dynamical behavior.
Our ultimate objective is to apply this underlying model to practical problems like detection. The last decade has seen an enormous increase in requirements for signal detection and separation in both scienti¢c and engineering applications. The classical solution to the problem of detection is to use a matched ¢lter receiver. The design becomes di⁄cult when the dynamics or statistics of the interference is unknown.
As yet, many techniques have been developed to solve some special problems. For example, sea clutter or sea echo refers to the radar backscatter from an ocean surface. Radars operating in a maritime environment have a serious limitation imposed on their performance by unwanted sea clutter. Traditionally, clutter echoes in radar systems were considered as stochastic processes. It was recently shown [2] that sea clutter radar echo has the characteristic of low-dimensional chaos. A more recent and e⁄cient approach in detecting targets from ocean-based radar is to use a model-based or chaos-based detection algorithm that responds to clutter changes resulting from variations in environmental conditions. Such an algorithm may be described through the building of underlying dynamical equations based on nonlinear prediction.
Theoretically, a model-based detector may give a good detection performance if the measured interference results from a chaotic dynamical system. In the real-life environment, however, it is practically impossible to separate the deterministic component of the dynamical part from the random noise. The measured data always contains some measurement error due to random interference and=or inaccuracies, say, from the measuring device and=or from the analog-to-digital (A=D) conversion. Such data with the unavoidable presence of additive noise or imprecision adds uncertainty to dynamical reconstruction. In particular, if the noise level is too high, it is possible for the continuity criterion to be violated. A high ''real'' noise level in the ''chaotic'' interference thus leads to an unstable underlying equation. The detection will become di⁄cult if the dynamical reconstruction of clutter is not robust.
To solve the noise modeling problem, one generally introduces regularisation techniques to minimise the cost function in a neural network. A good algorithm is the forward scheme [3] . By automatically estimating regularisation parameters from the training data, we can avoid over¢ts to the noisy data. The underlying dynamical equation may then be applied to build a chaos-based detector.
In this paper, we ¢rst discuss a weak signal detector based on chaos, nonlinear phase-space reconstitution [4] and RBF neural networks [5] . We then study the robust behavior of this detector by using computer generated chaotic data and real-life LS chaotic circuit experimental data. We demonstrate that a positive Lyapunov exponent present in chaotic systems ampli¢es a small target signal so that the signal detection task becomes easier in the presence of chaos. Our experiments show that signals hidden beneath the chaotic ambient noise £oor can be detected even when the chaos-to-noise ratio is low. We thus point out that a synchronization-based secure communication system is easily attacked by use of a chaos-based detector.
Chaos-based detector

Regularized RBF neural networks
Dynamical modeling consists of matching the behavior of a computational system to that exhibited by the measurement data obtained from a physical system. If the dynamical system is linear, then an autoregressive moving average (ARMA) model is su⁄cient. However, for nonlinear systems, ARMA models are not su⁄cient and other (nonlinear) models must be used. Many modeling techniques can be used to solve problems of this type, for example, rational polynomial, multilayer perceptrons, RBF and support vector neural networks [5] , etc. In this work, we use a RBF neural network to build our underlying equations. Physica Scripta. Vol. 65, 469^475, 2002 RBF networks are a special class of feed-forward networks that consist of three di¡erent layers: an input layer, a hidden layer and an output layer. An important property of RBF networks is that the transformation from the input layer to the hidden layer is nonlinear, however, the mapping from the hidden layer to the output layer is linear. The basic form of a RBF model can be written as
ð2:1Þ
The function f is expressed as a linear combination of a set of centers N c ¢xed basis function h i , and the letter 'w' denotes the coe⁄cients of such a linear combination. By using a training set
where N is the length of data points, one then obtains the optimal weight vector [3]
where I is the N c Â N c unit matrix, while H is the N Â N c design matrix that is calculated in terms of a radial basis function, for example the Gaussian function. In the above equation, l, the regularisation parameter, is associated with low values of the prediction error. A good regularisation parameter may avoid over¢ts of the underlying equation to some noisy data. As yet, there have been many techniques, for example, Bayesian information criterion (BIC) and generalised cross-validation (GCV), etc., to determine the optimal regularisation parameter [3] . Since all the model selection criteria depend nonlinearly on l, we need a method of nonlinear optimisation. We could use any of the standard techniques for this, such as the Newton method. Alternatively [3] , one can exploit the fact that when the derivative of the prediction error is set to zero, the resulting equation can be manipulated so that l can be expressed as follows:
;
ð2:4Þ
where
is the variance matrix, and g ¼ N À traceðPÞ denotes the e¡ective number of parameters. Note that Eq. (2.4) is not a solution, it is a re-estimation formula because the right hand side depends on l. To use it, an initial value of l is chosen and used to calculate a value for the right hand side. This leads to a new estimate and the process can be repeated until convergence.
Once the regularisation parameter l is chosen with the knowledge of the training data set (2.2), one may compute the design matrix H using the radial basis function and then obtain the optimal vector of weights W which minimises the mean-squared prediction error.
Reconstruction and input-output pairs
An important problem relates to how a training set can be built from a single time series of measurements. A simple method for constructing the input-output pairs of the network is to apply phase-space reconstruction techniques. Given a ¢nite time series data vðnÞ, where v is a component of a vector V that represents a variable evolving according to some unknown dynamical system, our goal is to predict the future behavior of the time series vðnÞ. Remarkably, this can be done in principle. In fact, Takens embedding theorem [4] where m and t are the reconstruction dimension and time delay respectively, and fvðkÞ; k ¼ 1; . . . ; N 0 g with N 0 ¼ Nþ mt, is the observed time series to be analyzed. Once the input-output pairs = are given, we then proceed to choose an optimal regularisation parameter by the BIC algorithm [3] , and the minimum number of center points through minimising the mean-squared-error (MSE). After obtaining the design matrix H and the weights W of the networks through training, we then form the underlying dynamical model (2.1) which may also be written in the form f ðx; W Þ ¼ HW .
Chaos-based detector
We now turn to the problem of designing the detection algorithm by using the prediction Eq. (2.1). We introduce here a detection strategy rooted in chaos theory. The strategy is based on the existence of at least one positive Lyapunov exponent in the chaotic dynamical system responsible for the generation of the chaotic ''noise'' process v 0 ðnÞ. The basic idea is as follows [2] . Since a chaotic system is a deterministic nonlinear dynamical system, we may invoke Takens embedding theorem to build a model (2.1) that represents a reconstruction of the system responsible for generating v 0 ðnÞ. When a new observed signal vðnÞ contains a target component sðnÞ, vðnÞ does not match the model any more; hence the existence of the target component sðnÞ is signi¢ed by the presence of a corresponding perturbation at the output of the model. Mathematically, the di¡erence between the prediction data f ðxÞ and the dataŷ y meas ðnÞ may be expressed as where i ¼ 1; . . . ; m (m is the dimension of the dynamical system) and l i is the ith Lyapunov exponent. For a chaotic system, l i > 0 for some i, we thus see that the target signal is enlarged by e l i n > 1 and eðnÞ > sðnÞ. Summarising the implementation of this strategy, we ¢rst reconstruct the input-output pairs of RBF networks using both the training fv 0 ðnÞg and testing fvðnÞg data series: fx j i;0 ;ŷ y i;0 g and fx j i ;ŷ y i g. By choosing a radial basis function with a suitable width, the design matrices H 0 and H are next computed. We then determine the minimum number N c of the hidden layer, and the optimal regularisation parameter l by the BIC method. After which the optimal weight vectors W 0 of the networks is obtained from Eq. (2.3). Based on the trained design matrix H, we ¢nally compute the prediction error e ¼ HW 0 Àŷ y. By analyzing the characteristics of the error series e using, for example, FFT, time-frequency analysis, etc., and comparing its spectrum with the spectrum of the original clutter data, one may observe the detection result. Any new feature in the spectrum of e is indicative of the presence of weak signals. 
Detection and robust analyses
ð3:1Þ
The detection data is formed by mixing a two-frequency periodic signal to another He¤ non chaotic data (generated from di¡erent initial conditions) with a low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR ¼ À35 dB). The input-output pair of RBF neural networks may be constructed by applying Eq. (2.6). We choose optimal embedding parameters ðm; tÞ through nonlinear time series analysis techniques. In general, the embedding dimension can be determined from the correlation dimension D 2 . For the He¤ non data, it is found that D 2 % 1:19 [7] . Thus the embedding dimension is taken as m ¼ intð2D 2 þ 1Þ ¼ 3. To determine the time delay t, we may compute the autocorrelation function and=or mutual information [1] . For this time series, we get t ¼ 1.
In order to get the design matrix H 0 using the training series, we should ¢rst determine the number of center points required. By applying the minimum MSE value as a modeling criterion, it was found that N c ¼ 40 is su⁄cient for the noise-free He¤ non data. The center points are randomly chosen from the reconstructed attractor. To determine the optimal regularisation parameter l, we use the BIC algorithm (2.4), which provides an optimal value of l % 1:27082 Â 10 À12 $ 0. Then the weight of the network can be computed by applying Eq. (2.3) .
Using the test data set and through building the underlying dynamical equations, we obtain a one-step prediction error. The detection result is shown in Fig. 1(c) . As 
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Physica Scripta 65 expected, two frequencies (60 and 90) of the target signal are correctly extracted. Next we consider the case when the He¤ non chaotic clutter is added with Gaussian noise. 1 How much noise contained in the chaotic clutter would defeat our detection scheme? To have a better comparison, we de¢ne a relative MSE as follows: Z mse ¼ MSE ð1Þ =MSE ð0Þ , where MSE ð0Þ is the prediction mean-squared-error between the training data and its corresponding RBF network modeling data, while MSE ð1Þ is the prediction mean-squared-error between the test data and its corresponding modeling data.
In numerical processes, we also consider the statistical average. The ensemble statistics are computed for 100 different training and testing data sets, and the regularisation parameter is computed by the BIC algorithm for each run. In this experiment, we choose 4 di¡erent CNR values. For each CNR value, we add 3 di¡erent signal sources, periodic signal, computer-generated broadband signal and a real speech signal, to the He¤ non clutter. The results are summarized in Fig. 2 , where the shallow dark line stands for the detection threshold for a given false alarm. If Z mse exceeds the threshold, we say that a target is present, otherwise there is no target present. From Fig. 2(a) , corresponding to the case of noise-free He¤ non chaotic clutter, it is found that signal detection is possible for very low SNR values (SNR ! À40 dB). Indeed, Fig. 1(c) illustrates such a detection result. Furthermore, with a respective CNR of 20 dB, 10 dB and 5 dB, Fig. 2(b^d) show that targets can be detected with SNRs larger than À25 dB, À20 dB and À15 dB respectively.
Our computer experiments have shown that the detection strategy based on chaos, nonlinear phase-space reconstruction and regularized RBF neural networks has a good detection performance even for highly noisy chaotic data. To better analyze the robustness of this detection strategy, we shall turn to a real-life measurement data set.
Experiment II
Chaotic circuits present one of the simplest experiments in the laboratory. The measured data are generally applied in nonlinear time series analyses for clarifying the methods and algorithms. In this experiment, we consider the chaotic clutter to be generated by a Lorenz-Sten£o-based (LS) chaotic circuit [6^8] . The process of mixing as shown in Fig. 3 is given by
where the symbol U LSChaos stands for the x-component voltage of LS-based circuit, U Noise denotes noise generated from an electronic device, and U Sig is a periodic wave from a signal generator. Thus the CNR can be controlled by the resistance R 2 , while the SNR is adjusted in terms of the resistance R 3 . Experimentally, U o is recorded via an interface circuit, using a microphone attached to the computer. The A=D conversion has a sampling rate of 8000 with a resolution of 16-bit. The measured sample points are shown in Fig. 4 . When there are no external noise and input signals, our nonlinear time series analyses show that the optimal embedding dimension 2 is m ¼ 5 and time delay is t ¼ 4. By using these parameters, we get the reconstruction attractors as shown in Figs 4(c) and (d) for both noise-free and noisy LS chaotic data (R 2 ¼ 20 kO).
In RBF-based detection experiments, 10000 LS circuit samples (without adding external noise) are trained, where 100 center points are randomly chosen from the reconstruction attractor. By using BIC algorithm, the optimal regularization parameter is found to be 3 l % 1:02 Â 10 À6 . Next, we ¢xed the network parameters: centers, regularization parameter and weight. The detection processes using 20000 samples are then carried out for three di¡erent data sets: new LS clutter, LS chaos plus signal, and LS chaos þ noise þ signal. Figures 5(d^f) are our error detection results. We ¢rst use another pure chaotic clutter data for the purpose of validation. As shown in Fig. 5(d) , the frequency spectrum exhibits a white noise spectrum. Thus signal detection from chaotic clutter is turned to a problem of observing signal frequency over a white noise spectrum. When the external noise is not added to the chaotic clutter, the detected signal frequency line 200 Hz is clearly extracted as shown in Fig. 5(e) . When we add noise with R 2 ¼ 20 kO 4 to the LS chaotic clutter, we again detect the signal frequency line as shown in Fig. 5(f) . It is to be re-emphasized that the training process has employed the ''noise-free'' LS circuit data. In practical applications, clean chaotic training data is not available. Instead, the training data set consist of noisy chaotic interference. Thus we should use the noisy LS chaotic circuit data to train the network. Using BIC algorithm, we get the regularisation parameter l % 0:2. Obviously, this large value illustrates the appearance of a high level of noise in the chaotic dynamical signal. By automatically estimating this regularisation parameter, we basically reconstruct the underlying dynamics of chaotic system. For the purpose of validation, we select a new noisy chaotic data to test the network's modeling ability. From Fig. 6(a) , we see that the frequency spectrum exhibits a noisy spectrum, and a new frequency line at 935 Hz appears. This is due to certain periodic structures within the electronic noise. Comparing Fig. 6 (b) and 6(a), we observe the appearance of a new frequency peak at 200 Hz. Thus we have successfully extracted and detected the signal frequency of interest.
Conclusion and discussion
In summary, we have discussed problems of detecting signals from chaotic interference with a high noise level.We have investigated and developed a low SNR target detection strategy based on chaos, phase-space embedding technique and regularized RBF neural networks. The approaches proposed are applicable to the problem of nonlinear modeling and signal detection. By applying this technique to computergenerated chaotic data and experimental measured LS chaotic circuit data sets, we have demonstrated that signals hidden beneath the chaotic ambient noise £oor can be detected even when the chaos-to-noise ratio is low. Fig. 4 . Sample time series and their corresponding frequency spectra of the noisy-free and noisy LS circuit data. 2 The correlation dimension D 2 % 2:27. 3 Avery small value indicates that this chaotic circuit laboratory data contains a very low level of electronic noise. 4 The corresponding CNR % 14:3 dB, and the SNR % À25:25 dB.
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Finally, it should be mentioned that a synchronizationbased receiver in chaotic secure communication systems can exactly recover information signals hidden in a chaotic clutter data set because the chaotic dynamical equation used by the sender is known. As far as a signal detector is concerned, it is possible that we do not have any knowledge of the chaotic dynamical model. The sole thing that we can do is to reconstruct an underlying model by using the received data. In these investigations, we show that although a chaos-based receiver cannot exactly recover the information signal when the SNR is too low, it is found that extremely weak signal frequencies buried in a chaotic carrier can possibly be extracted for very low SNR values (SNR ! À40 dB). Thus an analog communication system based on chaos, for example secured speech via telephone, will become a problem. To improve the security in communications, some novel strategies in designing software or hardware should be considered. 
